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How can he protect his family when he no longer knows what family is?Â Cutter Jacksonâ€™s
perfect world is crumbling. A new-found half-brother, a father short on answers, and a woman who
challenges his every word will do that to a man. Heâ€™s losing his authority, his morality and his
restraint with every breath. And thereâ€™s still Christmas and New Year to navigate.Â Street-savvy
Mia Blake isnâ€™t looking for a place in the family Cutter loves so much. As for the lust that sparks
between them, Miaâ€™s more than happy to fan those flames and drive them both a little nuts. She
can handle it. She can handle him right up until the moment Cutter decides he wants more than a
holiday flingâ€¦Â Previously titled A Bad Boy for ChristmasThe Jackson BrothersÂ Book 1: The
Courage of Eli JacksonBook 2: The Heart of Caleb JacksonBook 3: The Downfall of Cutter Jackson
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Kelly is one of those writers that when you pick up the book you become immediately immersed in
her characters and their conflicts.She does an amazing job of centering the reader in the setting
without having to use paragraphs of description.Her heroines are strong, capable women who get
along just fine, thank you very much. Yet once they run into their fates, the hero, it turns their world

off its axis.I love how Kelly captures the essence of passion, anxiety, and love without making it too
easy on her characters. :)Favorite lines:â€œJust because sheâ€™s his sister, doesnâ€™t mean
sheâ€™s our sister.â€• Eli added his two cents. Good point. Cutter was going to hold to that small
but significant distinction, otherwise he was going to have to face the fact that heâ€™d been
temporarily and altogether unwittingly lusting after his sister. Half-sister. Step-sister? Just shoot him
now.Hunter, Kelly (2015-11-13). A Bad Boy for Christmas (The Jackson Brothers Book 3) (Kindle
Locations 105-108). Tule Publishing. Kindle Edition.This is a series for anyone who believes in a
grand, passionate love. And donâ€™t we all wish for that? :)I give A Bad Boy For Christmas 5 lovely
kissesFirst posted on http://jacqbiggar.com

The Jacksons are a close knit family. When suddenly their world is shattered, Geoff Jackson had
another son that he didn't know about. Nash Jackson had lived his childhood in foster care. Now
with his mother dead, he wants to meet the father he never knew. Mia, his best friend, is with him to
help Nash meet his new family. Cutter Joe Jackson is a strong, stubborn man who's protective of
those he loves. He and Mia feel immediate attraction, but the new revelation stands between them.
Let the battle of wills begin. I liked seeing Mia and Cutter together. Their desire was powerful. The
setting is beautiful and the ocean adds drama to this story. I loved seeing the Jackson Family again.
Their interaction is both humorous and loving. A Bad Boy For Christmas was a touching story filled
with love, forgiveness and healing. Kelly Hunter did a great job combining the two storylines.

This was a very interesting story. It was fun to revisit the Jackson family from previous stories. This
story was about Cutter and Mia. There was certainly plenty of drama surrounding Mia's arrival in
town, considering she was with her foster brother, Nash, who happens to be the Jackson boys' half
brother (that no one knew about).I enjoyed Cutter and Mia and the way their relationship evolved.
Considering the surprise to the family, they all adapted very well. It was a fun story to read.

Kelly Hunter has written another winner filled with action and packed full with characters that will
steal your heart.The interactions of the brothers show a wonderful loyalty ,and their women are
colorful & zany,they make for really interesting gatherings.I believe you will really enjoy the series.

I've been dying for this book. The Jackson brothers are awesome. I was waiting for someone to
bring Cutter down a peg or 2 and Mia surely does.Cutter's world gets flipped by his new brother and
his friend, Mia.The key phrase in each Jackson story is "All in" and immediately, Cutter goes "All in."

Cutter, Eli and Caleb Jackson suddenly have their world turned upside down when out of nowhere a
half brother they never knew they had, Jackson Nash, walks into their world looking for answers and
to meet the father he never knew. Jackson could be Cutterâ€™s twin so there is no doubt that he is
who he claims he is. Coming along with Jackson for support is his foster sister Mia. When Mia and
Cutter meet there is an instant attraction that the two try to push away for the sake of the family.After
thirty years of marriage though, the Jackson boys parents have gone to Europe for an anniversary
trip. Not knowing when theyâ€™ll be returning Jackson and Mia stick around to get to know the
family better and are soon welcomed by everyone while things begin to grow between Mia and
Cutter.A wonderful little story about family with great characters and an engaging plot. Not only do
you have a lovely growing romance between Cutter and Mia but watching the family accept Jackson
and Mia both after the world they came from with not having families was truly touching.Great little
novella, would definitely recommend.I received a copy from the publisher via NetGalley in exchange
for an honest review.

A Bad Boy for Christmas by Kelly Hunter concerns the third Jackson brother, Cutter Joe. I went
back to look the first two brothers stories up since I did not remember the stories being listed as the
Australian Jackson Brother Series. For those who may have been unaware of the other brothersâ€™
stories they are: Eliâ€™s â€“ The Honeymoon Trap and Calebâ€™s - Sympathy for the Devil.Cutter
is the oldest of the brothers and finds love last of the three. It literally walks through the door with
very unexpected news. Cutter has the oldest brother thing going on so he needs being put in his
place sometimes. I love his relationship with his brothersâ€™ wives and while it seems as if Zoey
and Bree is doing a good job of this, Cutter needs true love not just sibling love. The banter between
Mia and Cutter is sharp, witty and humorous. In fact, Mia can be a bit like sandpaper when she put
her mind to it. I loved these two together, definitely two characters who belong with each
other.There is intrigue, love, and family loyalty. At times it is flirty and fun, other times poignant. All
the time it is enjoyable.The publisher through Net Galley provided a copy.
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